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School of Pharmacy Representative

What has been worked on in the past month:
This last month I have been working on getting my module evaluation data sorted and sent
out to course reps for each different cohort. It has been very useful going through each of
the different sets of data to find possible ways for improvement going forward with the
modules.
I have also been promoting the SU elections a lot and trying to get students from the school
to vote in these. I myself ran again for School Rep and I’m happy to say I will be continuing
on with the role next year.
We had rep forum a couple of weeks ago, where again I was focusing on module evaluations
for the school session, however due to timetable clashes only two of my reps were able to
attend so it wasn’t the most successful session.
I have attended our SSLC meetings and also our CoS Academic Affairs meeting. I was unable
to attend the CoS Education and Student committee so one of my course reps attended in
my place.
I have also been promoting the NSS for our final year students when this was taking place in
the library.
I’ve been taking part in the Intervention for Success personal tutoring meetings and
research too.
Successes from the past month:
Having been through the module evaluation data I discovered that over 70% of the school
had participated in the process so I was extremely happy with this. I have had some useful

feedback from some reps about different comments on the module evaluation data I
distributed to them too.
Course Rep Successes:
The school of pharmacy scored highest across the university on the question in module
evaluations regarding the effectiveness of reps in the school, so I am extremely proud and
happy with the work course reps have been doing so far this year.
We had productive SSLC meetings for both courses where reps attended and provided a
vast amount of feedback to staff so we could work on improvements for the future. For
example, in our MPharm SSLC it was discussed about moving some of the assessment
scheduling around because of how busy the assessment weeks have been this year.

Plans for next month:
Over the coming month I have got to arrange a feedback session for the Intervention for
Success personal tutoring research I mentioned above. I have been recruiting volunteers for
this over the last few days so just have to finalise a date to do this session.
I will be doing lots of promotion regarding the upcoming course rep elections for the next
academic year.
I have lots of meetings coming up over the next month including the next round of subject
committees and also CoS Academic Board.

